Welcome to the beginning of the 2010/2011 Academic Year! I hope that you enjoyed your summer with family and friends, and find the following days invigorating and productive as the cool days of fall approach. The beginning of this academic year is a particularly exciting one for me as I assume my new role as the Director of the School of Accounting. I follow in the footsteps of Dr. Steve Goldberg whose second three year term expired at the end of April 2010. I can only hope that I have as much passion, energy and zeal for accounting that Dr. Goldberg had to continue the amazing job he did for all of us in accounting in West Michigan. Don’t worry. He will continue to be around. He is teaching graduate courses this semester and as Professor of Accounting, will continue to play a major role in the direction and quality of the School of Accounting’s programs.

It is great to be back in Grand Rapids and at GVSU!! For those of you that do not know, I was on sabbatical last year. I had great experiences as I traveled to Europe and South America. During the fall semester I had the opportunity to travel to Poland and to The Netherlands. I represented GVSU at the convocation of the 85th anniversary of one of our partner schools in Poland, Cracow University of Economics. A seminar and reception at the Warsaw Stock Exchange allowed me to travel to Warsaw, Poland; and long-time academic connections at Lodz University, two-hours from Warsaw, gave me the opportunity to connect with accounting faculty and students through seminars, lectures, and receptions. I also traveled with my Polish accounting colleagues to a conference they were co-sponsoring with Kaunas University of Technology in Kaunas, Lithuania.

The School of Accounting Scholarship Application form will be emailed to all declared accounting majors shortly after the start of Winter 2011 semester. Accounting majors with an overall cumulative GPA and an accounting GPA of 3.2 or higher and who have completed or are currently enrolled in a 300 level accounting class are invited to apply for scholarships offered through the SOA. Applicants need not apply for each of the scholarships individually, as your application will be reviewed by the Scholarship Committee to determine qualifications for specific awards. The deadline for submitting scholarship applications is February 11th, 2011. Awards are announced in April for assistance to begin the following academic year. The application form gives specific information on how to apply for the scholarships as well as a description of each of the awards. Direct any questions regarding these awards to Professor Lara Kessler (kessllar@gvsu.edu). The scholarships included in this application are:

- Richard H. Giles Memorial Scholarship
- GVSU Accounting Alumni Scholarship
- BDO Seidman International Accounting Scholarship
- Becker CPA Course Scholarship
- Crowe Horwath, LLP Outstanding Accounting Student Scholarship
- De Boer, Baumann & Company, PLC Accounting Scholarship
- Ernst & Young Senior Accounting Excellence Scholarship
- Hungerford, Aldrin, Nichols & Carter Accounting Scholarship
- Plante & Moran Accounting Scholarship
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SOA Grad Assistant Tutoring

Start your semester off on a positive note by taking advantage of tutoring offered by School of Accounting Graduate Assistants for ACC 212 & ACC 213. We have several graduate assistants that are ready to help answer your questions as you work your way through your course. Tutors are here nearly 40 hours per week in room 468C DEV. The tutoring schedule is available from your instructor, the School of Accounting office, and is posted on the tutoring office door.

Writing Center for Seidman Students

Improving student writing is a Seidman priority and one of the issues that our last AACSB Visitation Team mandated that we do. Accounting employers continually stress writing skills as an important qualification when making hiring decisions. Last fall Seidman teamed with the Writing Department to jointly request a Graduate Assistant to assist Seidman students in improving their writing and now GA is David Boruta and his available hours are listed below.

Mon: Allendale, 10 a.m. to 12 p.m.
    Pew, 2 p.m. to 4 p.m.; 6 p.m. to 7 p.m.
Tue: Pew, 2 p.m. to 4 p.m.
Wed: Pew, 2 p.m. to 4 p.m.
Thu: Pew, 2 p.m. to 4 p.m.; 6 p.m. to 7 p.m.
Fri: Allendale, 12 p.m. to 3 p.m.

Students can make appointments with David by visiting the Writing Center website at www.gvsu.edu/wc or calling the writing center at 331.2922. The Writing Center is located in LOH 120 & Pew, Bldg. C, Student Study Area.

Accounting Alumni & Friends Organization

The School of Accounting is fortunate to have the strong support of its alumni. The School of Accounting Alumni & Friends Organization (AAFO) has sponsored a mentoring program for the past 3 years. Each year they have worked with mentors to develop a stronger and more meaningful experience for students. The AAFO also sponsors an annual golf outing (this year it was 9/17/10 at The Meadows) to raise funds for accounting scholarships and development fund. They host Happy Hour events and other periodic events, such as a wine tasting and a reunion every fall. Organization members are speakers and provide professional classroom assistance. Students are encouraged to become a part of the AAFO upon graduation. Not only is this a great way to stay in touch with friends you’ve made while in school and network with other professionals, it’s also a wonderful way to be involved in helping make the SOA an even better experience for those students who are coming along behind you. For more information please contact Jacque Schafer, President, at Jacqueline.Schafer@53.com.

Writing for Accountants—WRT 350—Winter 2011

Check out Writing for Accountants, WRT 350-05, during winter 2011. This is a three credit course developed for accounting majors and will meet TR from 8:30 – 9:45 a.m. in 210A DEV. Professor Roger Gilles, a well-regarded faculty member from the Writing Dept will teach the course. He has worked with the School of Accounting to design a course that meets the need of today’s accounting professional.

Employers universally indicate strong writing skills are an asset for any accountant. This class is an opportunity for you to become a better prepared candidate in a very competitive job market. WRT 350 addresses communications for professional accountants and therefore expands material covered in WRT 305. Students taking the course will be given WRT 305 credit. It will also count towards your BBA degree requirements as one of your 300/400 level business courses. Prerequisite is WRT 150. Spaces are limited so sign up quickly.

Advising Info

1. If you have recently transferred to GVSU or changed your major to Accounting and have 40 or more credits before this semester, see an Accounting faculty member in the next few weeks. You need to be sure that the classes you are planning on taking in the Winter semester are the best choice for you.
2. Have a conversation with a faculty member regarding your career goals and what courses will help you the most in attaining those goals. A collection of carefully chosen electives can make you more marketable.
3. Be aware of opportunities that can enhance your resume whether they be courses, job experience, study-abroad or extra-curricular activities.
4. If you are pointing towards becoming a certified public accountant, have a serious conversation with a faculty member regarding how you will reach the 150 hour requirement and be prepared to pass the exam by second semester junior year.
5. If you are interested in any form of certification, seek the advice of a professor regarding the best path to success regarding the certification.

Backstage Pass/Careers in Accounting

The School of Accounting is proud to host the third annual Backstage Pass/Careers in Accounting event on March 29, 2011. Backstage Pass is a fun and entertaining way to learn about career opportunities in accounting. Accountants from both local and national firms will put on skits, network with students, and provide giveaways and raffle prizes in addition to free pizza and soft drinks. You will hear about jobs, travel, social life, and other opportunities that an accounting education can provide. You will learn how accounting is not just number crunching and how an accounting education is a great way to develop business skills desired by employers and graduate schools.

Backstage Pass is an invitation only event. You must be an ACC 212, ACC 213, ACC 240, or ACC 310 student. In addition, you must have a B average or better in your accounting classes. Study hard and keep your grades up. You don’t want to miss this event! Invitations will be e-mailed out in late January.

Writing for Accountants—WRT 350—Winter 2011

Check out Writing for Accountants, WRT 350-05, during winter 2011. This is a three credit course developed for accounting majors and will meet TR from 8:30 – 9:45 a.m. in 210A DEV. Professor Roger Gilles, a well-regarded faculty member from the Writing Dept will teach the course. He has worked with the School of Accounting to design a course that meets the need of today’s accounting professional.

Employers universally indicate strong writing skills are an asset for any accountant. This class is an opportunity for you to become a better prepared candidate in a very competitive job market. WRT 350 addresses communications for professional accountants and therefore expands material covered in WRT 305. Students taking the course will be given WRT 305 credit. It will also count towards your BBA degree requirements as one of your 300/400 level business courses. Prerequisite is WRT 150. Spaces are limited so sign up quickly.
Faculty Profile—Professor Emily Drogt

Professor Drogt was born and raised in Michigan. She attended the Ross School of Business at the University of Michigan, where she received her Bachelor of Business Administration and her Master of Accounting. She arrived at the University just in time to watch Lloyd Carr bring home a national football championship, and she has been an avid Wolverine football fan ever since.

While attending the University of Michigan, Professor Drogt completed two internships in public accounting. Although she enjoyed her internships, she decided that public accounting was not something she wanted to pursue as a career. Instead, she moved to Chicago after graduation to take a job in litigation consulting as well as to experience life in the big city.

Although many people think that accountants are limited to audit or tax, the reality is that accountants have the opportunity to work in a variety of fields, including consulting. Litigation consultants are often hired by lawyers to help determine two things: 1) whether financial fraud occurred and 2) the amount of damages if fraud did occur. The lawyers will then call the litigation consultant as an expert witness to testify in court.

Professor Drogt worked on numerous cases during her time in litigation consulting. In one of her more memorable cases, Professor Drogt helped defend a Big 4 accounting firm (which shall remain nameless) that failed to detect a large financial fraud during its audit of a mid-sized company. It turned out that the company’s controller was fairly inept at his job and could never get the balance sheet to balance at the end of the month. Instead of admitting the problem, the controller debited a phony asset each month in order to make the balance sheet balance. After many years, this phony asset ballooned to one of the largest assets on the balance sheet. This case proves that financial fraud doesn’t have to be complicated, like in the case of Enron, and the person committing the fraud doesn’t necessarily have to be the smartest guy in the room.

After working for two years in litigation consulting, Professor Drogt was burned out by the long hours and extensive traveling. Also, she realized that, unless you’re Oprah, life in Chicago is not nearly as glamorous as it seems. Professor Drogt yearned for a place where she could have an apartment with a working dishwasher, find a parking spot without driving around for an hour, and afford to buy something other than PBR when out with friends. Since she enjoyed teaching at the University of Michigan while she was a graduate student, she began searching for positions in academia. After teaching in Iowa and Illinois, Professor Drogt jumped at the opportunity to return to Michigan to teach at Grand Valley.

Although accounting is her first love, Professor Drogt’s second love is TV trivia. When she’s not reading the most recent FASB pronouncement, you’ll find her surfing the web for the latest entertainment news. Professor Drogt often tries to integrate her two interests. Astute students will notice numerous references to TV shows woven into her accounting examples. Professor Drogt’s husband, Chris, is a movies and sports trivia buff, and in their free time they often challenge each other to trivia contests.

Student Chapter of the Institute of Management Accountants, David Morgan, President

Welcome back to another exciting academic year at GVSU! We are pleased to introduce you to a new student group that will be quite active at Grand Valley; The Student Chapter of the Institute of Management Accountants at Grand Valley (IMA @ GV for short). The organization was started last year and was known as the Student Management Accountants’ Association but the name has been changed to reflect our members’ participation in the IMA, an internationally-known professional organization for management accountants and finance professionals. The IMA offers annual leadership conferences, regional workshops, student case competitions, scholarships and other sources of student support. It is our hope to send two of our officers to Anaheim, CA in November for the conference.

As a student chapter of the IMA, we hope to provide guidance and leadership for students planning on accounting careers. We will be collaborating with our parent chapter, the Grand Rapids Chapter of the IMA, for some of our meetings and will attempt to provide opportunities for students to understand the various career options in accounting. Events will include a presentation by Todd Hansen, an Executive Board member from the GR Chapter as well as the senior founder of Connect Resources. Also planned are manufacturing plant tours and a variety of other guest speakers. We hope that these networking opportunities will help our members to get an up-close and personal look at their chosen profession. Our tentative schedule for the fall semester will be as follows:

- September 22nd at 6pm. Informational Meeting in Room 202E – DeVos. Presenter: Todd Hansen
- October 6th at 6pm. Room 317EC – DeVos Elections for open e-board positions  
  Presenter: TBA
- October 23rd at 8am – 12pm. Service Opportunity: Gleaners Food Bank.  
- October 29th – Manufacturing Plant Visit. Hosting: TBA  
- November 11th – 6pm 2nd Floor EC. Joint Meeting with Beta Alpha Psi. Careers in International Accounting  
- November 17th – 6pm. Room: TBA. Presentation: IMA Student Conference Report  
- December 1st – 6pm. Room: TBA. Closing/Social

The e-board for this student group is as follows:
David Morgan – President, david.gv.ima@gmail.com
Jaimie Staat - Vice President, Jaimie.ima@gmail.com
Rachel Hindenach – Secretary, rachel.ima.gvsu@gmail.com
Sherzodbek Haitov – Financial Officer
Professor David Centers – Advisor; Professor Paulette Ratliff-Miller – Advisor.

Feel free to contact any of the above members with questions.
Hello everyone and welcome to the fall semester 2010! My name is Dori Danko and I wanted to take a moment and introduce myself. Fall 2010 marks the start of my 12th year teaching in the School of Accounting. These twelve years have brought amazing opportunities my way. One opportunity relates to Beta Alpha Psi. One year ago, I began serving a three term as the Midwest Chapter Advocate. This National position has brought and continues to bring valuable insights and rewards with it. You might ask what does a Chapter Advocate do?

A Chapter Advocate maintains contact with the local chapters their region(s) and provides assistance to chapters as needed. The Chapter Advocate facilitates communication between the National/International Board and the local chapters. The Chapter Advocates work with the host chapters in planning and promoting of their regional meeting.

The most overwhelming reward the position brings to my life rests with the people I have met. Students, professors, and accounting professionals, etc. all work towards a common goal in Beta: helping accounting students all over the world understand and gain insight into the profession of accounting. Beta also encourages community service, scholarship, and social interaction. Honestly, this organization will give more to me than I will ever give to the organization. Through my work with Beta, I have cleaned and painted public parks in economically depressed areas, helped enhance students’ knowledge regarding the accounting profession, forged new friendships, and learned much more about myself than I knew before.

Please stop by my office, 427C DEV, email (dankod@gvsu.edu) or call (331-7397) if you have any questions on my position or Beta Alpha Psi. GVSU Accounting has one of the most successful Beta chapters in the Country. The Faculty Advisor, Professor Rita Grant, and the E-board are always available for questions as well. Visit our Chapter’s website for more information. www.gvsu.edu/bap

**Internship Q & A Session**

**Internships are competitive!** Be sure you are prepared for interviews. Begin researching firms and polishing interviewing skills before applying for an internship. Get your questions about requirements, credit hours, and how to find an internship answered at this upcoming open meeting:

Friday, Nov 12, 1:00-2:00 in
2263 Kirkhof Center, Allendale Campus

Also, SOA Grad Assistant, Karen Schrauben, is available in the open area outside of room 458C DEV at the following times to help answer your questions about the internship process. Office hours: Mon: 2:00pm to 4:00pm; Tues: 1:30pm to 3:30 pm, & Wed: 10:00am to 12:00pm or email her at: soainterns@gvsu.edu

Kappa Beta Chapter of Beta Alpha Psi

Rachel Hindenach, Vice President

The Kappa Beta Chapter of Beta Alpha Psi is pleased to enter a brand new semester of growth and opportunity! With nearly 130 members and pledges, this year promises to be a good one. Professor Rita Grant is our faculty advisor.

On September 9th our Chapter hosted the School of Accounting Pre-Recruiting Night at the DeVos Place. So far, interview offers have been plentiful for our talented group. For the rest of the fall semester we will be visiting area accounting firms. Thank you to the School of Accounting for its continued support, as well as members of our local business community. It is because of this support that we are able to provide so many opportunities to our members. We now would like to introduce you to the Fall 2010 Beta Alpha Psi Executive Board.

Matthew Gary is the President of BAP. He is finishing up his last semester in the MSA, program. He is currently sitting for sections of the CPA exam and searching for a position with a public accounting firm. This is his sixth semester in Beta Alpha Psi and second semester in the student IMA chapter.

Rachel Hindenach is the Vice President. She is a senior and plans to enter the Masters program at GVSU in Fall 2011. Rachel is very excited about her upcoming winter internship at Plante & Moran. She currently serves as the Treasurer of the Seidman Undergraduate Advisory Board, Secretary of the IMA Chapter at GVSU and is a three-time Transitions Fall Orientation Leader.

Alice Yamada is the Treasurer. She is an ACC/IB major and fluent in Japanese. Alice will graduate in April 2011. She wants to land a job doing international assurance and tax work while working on her CPA exam. She is currently working as a SCB ERP/SAP intern and will work again as the Volunteer Income Tax Assistant of Kent County in January.

Erin Sayers is the Reporter for BAP. She is an accounting & finance double major, and plans to graduate in December 2010. She plans to pursue either an MSA or MCIS degree, and work for a public accounting firm in West Michigan. She is also a member of Phi Kappa Phi and Beta Gamma Sigma. Erin plans to begin working on her earning her CPA this coming spring.

Karen Olsen is the Corresponding Secretary. She is enrolled in the MSA program and will be graduating Dec 2010. She is currently studying for her CPA exam and looking for an internship or full time position with a public accounting firm.

(Continued on page 5)
Beta Alpha Psi  (Continued from page 4)

Neil Vestrand is the VP of Chapter Development. He is a senior at GVSU and graduates in May 2011. His plans after graduation include getting a MSA and obtaining a job at a public accounting firm. In addition to being on the Beta E-board, Neil is in Alpha Phi Omega, a co-ed service fraternity.

Jaci Holsem is the VP of Professional Development. She is a senior at GVSU and expects to graduate in May 2011. Her plans after graduation are to continue on and achieve her MSA and begin a career in public accounting. She is committed to the accounting profession and her involvement in BAP as the VP of Professional Development.

Mary Oleniczak is the VP of Social Development. She has completed her BBA in Accounting and Finance and is currently in the MSA program. She currently works full time as an intern at Perrigo and hopes to finish her 150 credits in the near future. Eventually she plans to work for a CPA firm and later start her own business.

Andrea Erat is the VP of Community Service. She graduates in December 2011 with an Accounting major and a Non-Profit minor. She plans to obtain an internship at a public accounting firm this year. She is going to earn her CPA and MSA, and then hopes to work for a firm and specialize in Non-profit work.

Joel King is the VP of Information Systems. He graduated in May 2010. Joel is planning on starting a career in public accounting, which includes taking the CPA exam in the summer of 2011. He plans on starting his career in January 2011. Joel has volunteered with the Volunteer Income Tax Assistance program in the Grand Rapids area.

From the Director  (Continued from page 1)

Later during fall 2009 I had the good fortune to teach for the Middelburg Consortium for Transatlantic Studies (MCTS) in Middelburg, The Netherlands. Middelburg, located in Zeeland, is a great place for students to study abroad. For those that are worried about language skills, all courses are in English. It is also a great place for faculty to teach. Outside the classroom I was able to enjoy long bicycle rides all around Zeeland with another faculty member teaching at MCTS from Montana State who had just returned from Africa after summiting Mount Kilimanjaro. GVSU is a long-time member of the MCTS consortium. Faculty from around the world come to Middelburg to teach students from around the world. MCTS is now associated with the very prestigious Roosevelt Academy, the International Honors College of Utrecht University. The course that I taught at MCTS (Corporate Governance in a Transatlantic Setting: Different Models in the U.S. and Europe) received wonderful accolades from the students. It was the highest ranked course at MCTS.

While still in The Netherlands I was able to spend a wonderful weekend in Brussels visiting with the mother of two of my former students and now alums of the accounting program at GVSU, Khumbo and Wezi Siwela. At the time, Ambassador Sheila Siwela, was the Permanent Representative of the Republic of Zambia to the Organisation for the Prohibition of Chemical Weapons in The Hague and her country’s Ambassador Extraordinary and Plenipotentiary to the Benelux Countries and the European Communities. This past June Ambassador Siwela became the ambassador of Zambia to the United States. She and her family met with President Obama in the White House. Congratulations Ambassador Siwela! It was a privilege to spend time with you in Brussels.

The fall semester was full and rich with wonderful experiences. Meeting and working with so many wonderful people across Europe added to many unforgettable experiences. But wait… the sabbatical was not over. I still had another semester abroad, this time in South America at Universidad del Bio-Bio in Concepcion, Chile. Because the semester in Chile does not start until March, I was able to travel to many magical places in Chile, Argentina, and Uruguay—all those places that you learn about in elementary school, Tierra del Fuego, Chiloe, Patagonia, Iguazu. Unfortunately, just as the semester was about to begin, life forever changed. On February 27, 2010 at 3:30 am, a massive 8.8 earthquake and ensuing tsunami hit Concepcion, moving the entire city 30 feet to the west. The research that I had planned to do with faculty in Chile would end up being put on hold as clean-up and humanitarian efforts took center stage. Although the university sustained quite a bit of damage, all the buildings remained standing and the semester began a month later. The resilience of the Chileans was extraordinary. Rebuilding and cleanup began immediately. The university used its reserves to provide additional financial assistance for the students to start the semester. I was able to help with the launch of the “Campaign in Support of UBB.” Contributions are being used to replace reserves used immediately after the earthquake; restore damaged infrastructure, equipment, and art work; aid students, faculty and staff that were impacted by the events of February 27. More information on UBB’s efforts to bring normalcy to thousands of lives in Concepcion is available at http://www.ubiobio.cl/ayudaubb/.

As we start the new semester, I welcome your suggestions for improvement. We have a packed schedule of activities for this year and wish you a successful semester and year.

Regards,
Denise de la Rosa, Ph.D.
2011 CPA Exam Changes

Major changes coming to the CPA Exam

According to the AICPA, “the CPA Exam will be transformed” when planned changes to both the exam’s structure and content are implemented on January 1, 2011. Referred to as CBT-e (CBT stands for Computer-Based Testing and the “e” for evolution), this represents the first major change since CBT was introduced in 2004.

These changes are not only significant and numerous—in effect a "new exam" according to AICPA—they are all scheduled to go into effect at once. They include:

- New Content and Skill Specifications (CSOs/SSOs), including International Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS).
- New question formats, including short task-based simulations.
- New research functionality that includes the FASB Codification.
- New exam structure and section time allocations.
- Changes in the percentage value of examination components.

Becker Classes being offered at Grand Valley State University Spring 2011- visit www.becker.com for full details. Grand Valley Students Receive a $400 discount off the full tuition cost. Take advantage of Becker’s 0% Student Financing for CPA Exam Review! See link for details: http://www.becker.com/accounting/cpaexamreview/financing/

London Study Abroad – Summer 2010

Have you ever thought of exploring new cultures, gaining new experiences, and developing lifelong friends? If so, then consider the London Study Abroad program. The program encompasses six weeks in the spring/summer semester and focuses on UK international business and culture, and corporate governance and ethics. The course runs four weeks at GVSU’s DeVos Center and two weeks in London. Some of the students attending this summer’s trip described their experience for us:

"It was the most amazing experience I ever had!" Long Pham

"It seems like there is so much to say about my trip to London. First, I loved the opportunity to visit another country with people I did not know. What was intimidating at first quickly became an unforgettable experience. It was great being able to travel with such supportive and positive students and faculty. What I also loved about the nature of this particular program is that I was able to do something for myself academically and not be away from my children for a very long time. Lastly, I loved having the structured activities, like visiting the International Accounting Standards Board and still having free time to explore (and go shopping in) such a culturally diverse and active city. London was spectacular, thanks to Grand Valley’s program." Cheri Compton

“The study abroad trip to London provided a great opportunity to learn, have fun, and form friendships. The trip provided a variety of life experiences that will have a lasting impact. GVSU staff did a tremendous job planning, hosting, and sharing this phenomenal international experience with us.” Jaci Holsem

“It was interesting to hear about the convergence projects from the other side of the table.” Matt Gary

“There are so many memorable moments it is hard to pinpoint just one. I couldn't have imagined traveling all the incredible places I did with better people. I walked away from this trip with great pictures, memories, and lifelong friends. It is an experience I will never forget.” Felecia Arnold

“A quote that I think sums up Christopher Wren (the architect who designed St. Paul’s Cathedral and over 50 other churches, the Monument, and I'm sure much more) is, "Christopher Wren was a busy man." Brian Avery

Morgan Hickman on exploring Harry Potter, "Platform 9 3/4 from Harry Potter is not actually between platforms 9 and 10 at King's Crossing. The train conductors know exactly what you are looking for when you start wandering around the end of platforms 9 and 10 looking slightly confused. All the conductor had to say to Matt Gary and I was, "Harry Potter" and we just started shaking our heads yes."

Planning for London Study Abroad 2011 will begin soon. Find out for yourself how exciting and informative this trip can be. For more information or if you are interested in being part of next summer’s trip, contact Professor Dori Danko at dankod@gvsu.edu or call 331-7397.

Annual Accounting Awards Banquet

April 23, 2011. Mark this date on your calendar and plan to attend the annual awards banquet. Every accounting major is sent a complimentary dinner invitation for the banquet. This is an opportunity to celebrate with fellow students who will be receiving scholarships and enjoy networking with peers, friends, faculty and business colleagues from our supporting businesses and firms. More information will be forthcoming next semester.